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FDAC LEGISLATIVE REPORT
By Ralph Heim, Legislative Advocate
MAJOR LEGISLAIVE DEADLINE LOOMS
May 31 was the deadline for the Senate and Assembly to pass
house of origin bills. This resulted in marathon floor sessions
in both houses, each considering literally hundreds of bills
prior to the deadline. Constitutional Amendments and bills
that contain urgency clauses are not subject to the May 31
deadline.
ASSEMBLY/SENATE SUSPENSE FILES
On Thursday, May 23, the Senate Appropriations Committee
considered the Committee’s Suspense File—all bills that
result in a state General Fund cost of $150,000 or more. The
Committee had over 250 bills to consider.
On Friday, May 24, the Assembly Appropriations Committee
considered their Suspense File, with approximately 300 bills
pending for consideration. Bills that are approved will move
to their respective loors, while those that are held in the
Committees will be dead for the remainder of this year.
The two remaining SRA fee repeal bills pending on the
Assembly Appropriations Committee’s Suspense File,
Assembly Bill 23 (Donnelly) and Assembly Bill 124
(Morrell), were held in the Suspense File and are dead for the
remainder of this year and probably the remainder of this
Session.

FIREWORKS DISPOSAL
With the ever-increasing costs to the Office of the State
Fire Marshal to collect and dispose of safe and sane and
illegal seized fireworks, the Brown Administration recently
submitted a Budget Change Proposal (BCP)to both houses
of the Legislature, containing an on-going $500,000
appropriation to the Fire Marshal to address the funding
shortfall.
Both budget subcommittees in the Assembly and Senate
approved the BCP for $500,000, but only for one year.
The State Fire Marshal testified that without an on-going
appropriation of $500,000, her office will no longer be able
to dispose of the seized fireworks, leaving that responsibility
to local agencies. I testified in support of the ongoing
appropriation, cautioning the budget subcommittees that
local agencies are not equipped to cover the costs of disposal,
since most of the seized fireworks are considered hazardous
wastes and must be disposed in a hazardous waste facility.
Currently the State Fire Marshal contracts with two states for
the disposal.
Ultimately, the issue will be resolved in the Budget
Conference Committee and we are working with the Brown
Administration and State Fire Marshal to convince the
Budget Conference Committee to approve the full, on-going
appropriation for fireworks disposal. The constitutional
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President’s Message
By Keith Larkin, Fire Chief, Fresno County Fire Protection District
As I begin my term as President of the Fire Districts Association of California
(FDAC) I would first like to express that I am honored to serve in this important
position. I want to assure the members that I fully understand the responsibility
and commitment that comes with being the President of such a great association
and it is my intent to continue the work of my predecessors as we remain a
strong and valued organization. I also hope that my prior service as a FDAC
Board Member and Fire Chief of the Fresno County Fire Protection District
has properly prepared me to represent the needs and desires of our members. I can’t emphasize
enough how important it is for our members to take an active role in our association and I
encourage open dialogue as we embark on the new year.
These are challenging times for our fire districts as we continue to deal with a tough economic
climate. “Doing more with less” is the new normal and we have been forced to protect our core
services while seeking more creative solutions to ever diminishing revenue. It is my belief that we
will all learn valuable lessons on managing our fire districts from these difficult times and come
away stronger both financially and operationally. This is where FDAC can serve an important
role to our members through its networking system. The board of directors relies on the
networking system that exists in FDAC to keep informed of important issues and concerns from
the members. Communicate with your region representatives and share the successes you have
experienced so that we can all benefit from them.
The recent completion of the FDAC strategic plan is so important to the future of our
organization. With the development of the strategic plan we have created a new vision statement
and mission statement to further define our role and firmly set our direction for the future. In
order to remain on task with the plan, a steering committee of board members has been formed
and working committees are soon to be established as well. We are fortunate to have such a
great team of executive management staff and board members that are committed to seeing our
strategic plan implemented and progress made towards completing the many tasks. I hope to have
more to report on our strategic plan accomplishments in the future.
In closing, I want to thank all of our members for the great attendance at our 2013 Annual
Conference held in Napa this year. I hope that everyone enjoyed the many speakers and breakout
sessions but also took advantage of the social events to network with our many members. I look
forward to another great conference in 2014 and the opportunity to meet and speak with each of
you.
It looks like we have the potential for a very busy fire season this year so be safe out there.

Executive Director’s Message
By Catherine Smith, Executive Director

Do an Introduction, Take a Tour,
Set a Meeting

E

ffective communications and regular
interactions between fire district
representatives and elected officials are
essential to ensure there is a clear understanding
of the services our members provide to their communities and
public policy issues which are either a challenge or opportunity to
the districts. As Thomas Jefferson stated, “We in America do not
have government by the majority. We have government by the
majority who participate.” FDAC members need to be sure they
are part of the majority!
Although today’s electronic communication channels, the Internet,
Facebook, email and others, may make it easier to communicate
between elected officials and their constituents, however, it is
better to get some actual face-to-face time with your legislators.
When you make a call to their office, the staff and legislator know
who you are and the district you represent. A recent report by the
Congressional Management Foundation shared that nearly twothirds (65%) of legislative staff thought email and the Internet
have reduced the quality of constituent messages. To make a solid
connection FDAC suggests:
•

Do an Introduction: It is common for elected officials to
hold Town Hall meetings, coffee chats or an open house –
take the time to attend the event and introduce yourself!
You may also have an opportunity at a local meeting like
Rotary where he or she is the featured presenter.

•

Take a Tour: Invite the legislators and his or her staff to
take a tour of a district. Nothing makes a greater impact
than touring a fire station and gaining an understanding
of the essential services the district provides to the shared
community. The personnel, equipment and resources
required by fire districts are made clear with a tour!

•

Set a Meeting: If a tour may not work, you can set an
appointment with the legislator and staff in the local district
office. Most legislators are in their districts from Thursday
to Monday when session is not being held in Sacramento.

With all of the new faces in the Capitol, FDAC members need
to be sure to reach out to their legislators. With everyone’s busy
schedule it is easy to say, “soon” but now is the time to make it
happen. Fire district board members and chiefs should make a
plan at their next board meeting on how to connect with their
representatives in Sacramento!

DO YOU HAVE A STORY TO SHARE?
Is your fire district doing something unique? Whether it’s a
great new program or how you managed a complex issue,
we want to hear about it. The FDAC Report is distributed
to members statewide and fire districts located throughout
California — from Siskiyou to San Diego. If you have news
to share, contact Deedra Lonquist, dlonquist@fdac.org.

FASIS

Your Workers’ Compensation Solution
The Fire Districts Association of California – Fire Association SelfInsurance System (FASIS) is a governmental joint powers authority
that has been serving the workers’ compensation needs for Fire
Districts since 1984. FASIS was established for the purpose of selfinsuring its workers’ compensation coverage and establishing a
cost-effective and comprehensive workers’ compensation program.
FASIS provides a long-term alternative to the roller coaster ride inherent
to the California commercial workers’ compensation insurance market.
Our program is designed to stabilize workers’ compensation costs
and provide long-term financial advantage by:
• Having a large membership (currently over 220 members)
creates a greater spread of risk
• Providing comprehensive risk control services aimed at assisting
members in identifying loss exposures and implementing the
appropriate loss control programs
• Funding conservatively to cover losses that do arise
• Maintaining effective and efficient claims administration once claims
occur
For more information contact:
FASIS
Bickmore
1750 Creekside Drive, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 95833
Telephone – 800.541.4591 / FAX – 916.244.1198
Website – www.fasisjpa.org
Brian Kelley, Program Director, Ext. 1127, BKelley@BRSrisk.com
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What’s New in Workers’ Compensation
Legislative Actions
By Jacquelyn Miller, FASIS Worker’s Compensation Program Manager

S

ignificant case decisions have been
recently released which will have an
impact on the FASIS program. The
legislative session is well underway, and
while there are few Workers’ Compensation
bills introduced, some interesting proposals
have been made. The following is an update
on the legislative and industry activity.
CASE LAW:
DWC Form 1 – Timely Provision
The Fourth District Court of Appeal
declined to review the case of R.W. Colgate
et al v WCAB (D063029) regarding a
prior ruling that an employer did not
timely inform an employee of his Workers’
Compensation rights and was therefore
allowed additional time to file his claim.
In this case the employee filed a claim seven
years after the original injury and time loss
from work. Labor Code (LC) 5405(b)
indicates the employer must provide the
employee with a DWC Form 1 (Claim
Form) and Notice of Potential Eligibility
within one working day of knowledge
of an industrial injury. In this case the
employer and their insurer failed to show
4

that the employee was “timely” informed
of his Workers’ Compensation rights.
The court specifically stated “(w)hen an
employer knows of a work-related injury
but does not inform the injured worker
of his compensation rights, the statute of
limitations is tolled until the worker learns
of those rights.”
This case is an example of the importance
of timely provision of the required forms to
the employee by the employer. FASIS and
Athens staff continues to focus members
on this requirement in case discussions and
training sessions.
Labor Code 4850
The case of the County of Alameda v Knittel
(A135889) issued January 30, 2013, with
a decision by the First District Court of
Appeal clearly stating the payment of LC
4850 salary continuation benefits to Safety
Officers is “contained” in the Temporary
Disability (TD) cap of 104 weeks outlined
in LC 4656. The issue of when the TD
cap begins has been a constant item of
litigation and has a direct relationship to
the inflated claims costs for Public Entities.

Safety Officers could be provided with up
to three years of time loss benefits for each
injury when the LC 4850 benefits are NOT
included in the 104 week cap for TD.
Adjusters will be reviewing all claims post
January 1, 2008, for the ability to stop
further time loss benefits if the 104 week
cap has been or will be exhausted.
INDUSTRY DISCUSSIONS:
Assessments
Assessment notices issued in December
2013, with most demonstrating significant
increases. Self-insured employers are
expected to see an increase of 35 percent.
Employers overall will pay 51 percent more
in assessments in 2013 than paid in 2012.
The largest aggregate increase is from the
Workers’ Compensation Administration
Revolving Fund, which supports the
Division of Workers’ Compensation
(DWC) and will require an increase of
21 percentover 2012. Another area of
significant aggregate increase over 2012
was the Uninsured Employer Fund which
increased 35 percent.

Self-insured employer assessment rates are applied against the total
Indemnity payments reported in the annual report. The assessment
factors for self-insured employers are:
• Revolving fund – 3.4375 percent, compared to 2.3739 percent.
• Uninsured employer fund – 0.8565 percent, compared to 0.3293
percent.
• Subsequent injuries fund – 0.4354 percent, compared to 0.3379
percent.
• Occupational safety fund – 0.6926 percent, compared to 0.6643
percent.
• Labor enforcement fund – 0.6823 percent, compared to 0.7212
percent.
• Fraud account – 0.9275 percent, compared to 0.8003 percent.
It is noted for FASIS the Indemnity paid 2011-2012 showed a 26 percent
decrease from 2010-2011. This combined with the 35 percent increase
in the assessment factors resulted in a relatively minor increase in the
Assessment overall of seven percent ($9,584.63).
LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY:
SB 146 Pharmacy Billing
SB 146 (Lara) was introduced January 31, 2013, with the intention
of reducing the billing requirements for pharmacy vendors. This bill
proposes to “delete the requirement that a pharmacy submit its request
for payment with an itemization of services provided and the charge for
each service, a copy of all reports showing the services performed, the
prescription or referral from the primary treating physician if the services
were performed by a person other than the primary treating physician
and any evidence of authorization for the services that may have been
received. The bill would prohibit a copy of the prescription from being
required with a request for payment of pharmacy services and would
give any entity 90 days after January 1, 2014, to resubmit pharmacy
bills for payment, originally submitted on or after January 1, 2013,
where payment was denied because the bill did not include a copy of the
prescription from the treating physician.”
The deletion of common billing requirements, such as requiring a copy of
the prescription and an itemization of the service or medication provided
will reduce the ability to properly review pharmacy charges and their
relationship to specific industrial injuries as well as the accuracy and
appropriateness of medications provided.
Staff will continue to monitor this bill as it progresses through the
legislative system.
Status – In Assembly, read first time.
AB 607 Death Benefit Dependency
“This bill would eliminate the requirement that, in order to conclusively
presume that children under 18, or certain adult children, are wholly
dependent for support on the deceased employee-parent, there not be a
surviving totally dependent parent.”
Status – Referred to the Committee on Insurance.

Continued on page 12
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Exchange Notice
Health Care
Reform
Thoits Insurance
DOL Releases Long-awaited
Exchange Notice, Updates COBRA
Model Notice
On May 8, 2013, the U.S. Department
of Labor (DOL) updated its Web page
with Technical Release 2013-02, which
includes temporary guidance on the notice
to employees of coverage options (known
as the “Exchange Notice”) required under
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA), commonly known as health
care reform. The temporary guidance also
included frequently asked questions (FAQs)
about the notice requirement.
As background, PPACA requires that
applicable employers provide each employee
with a written notice providing information
about the exchange (also referred to as
“marketplaces”) and how to request
assistance, describing the availability of
a premium tax credit and outlining the
implications for the employee if they choose
to purchase a qualified health plan through
an exchange. The law required employers
to distribute the notice by March 1, 2013.
However, on January 24, 2013, the DOL
announced that the Exchange Notice
requirement was delayed until summer or
fall 2013, so that the distribution deadline
would coincide with the open enrollment
period for the health insurance exchanges.
In a surprise announcement, the DOL has
provided this temporary guidance earlier
than previously announced, so employers
can now inform their employees about
the upcoming coverage options available
through the exchanges.
At the same time, the DOL also released
a revised version of the COBRA Election
Notice. The changes incorporate references
to the exchanges as well as eligibility for
premium tax credits. Finally, the revised
COBRA Election Notice clarifies that pre6

existing conditions will not be taken into
account beginning in 2014.
Covered Employers
All employers covered under the Fair
Labor Standards Act (FLSA) are subject
to the Exchange Notice requirement. The
DOL’s Wage and Hour Division provides
an Internet compliance assistance tool
to determine if an employer is subject to
FLSA. See www.dol.gov/elaws/esa/flsa/
scope/screen24.asp.
Regarding the COBRA notice, all privatesector group health plans maintained by
employers that have at least 20 employees
on more than 50 percent of its typical
business days in the previous calendar
year are subject to COBRA and may use
this notice. Both full-time and part-time
employees are counted to determine
whether a plan is subject to COBRA, as well
as any controlled group or affiliated service
group associated with the employer.
Effective Date
Based on this temporary guidance,
it is now clear that the deadline for
employers to distribute the Exchange
Notice to employees is October 1, 2013.
Additionally, employers are required to
provide the notice to each new employee
hired on or after October 1, 2013, no later
than 14 days after the employee’s start date.
The notice must be distributed to all new
employees, regardless of their eligibility for
coverage under the employer’s group health
plan and regardless of whether the employee
is full-time or part-time. Employers not
offering group health plan coverage must
also provide the notice. The DOL clarified
that employers are permitted to use the
model notice and rely on the temporary
guidance prior to the October 1, 2013,
applicability date if they wish to do so.

Concerning the COBRA notice, use of the
newest model election notice, appropriately
completed, will be considered by the DOL
to be good faith compliance with the
election notice content requirements of
COBRA.
Model Notices
Technical Release 2013-02 contains a
model Exchange Notice for employers that
offer coverage to some or all employees, and
a separate model notice for employers that
do not offer coverage to employees.
• A model notice for employers that offer
a health plan to some or all employees
is available at www.dol.gov/ebsa/pdf/
FLSAwithplans.pdf
• A model notice for employers that do
not offer a health plan to some or all
employees is available at www.dol.gov/
ebsa/pdf/FLSAwithoutplans.pdf
• The COBRA model Election Notice is
available at
www.dol.gov/ebsa/modelelectionnotice.
doc
• The COBRA model Election Notice
redlined to show May 2013 changes
is available at www.dol.gov/ebsa/
modelelectionnoticeredline.doc
Additional Resources
Technical Release 2013-02 (including
FAQs): www.dol.gov/ebsa/newsroom/tr1302.html
This material was created by NFP (National Financial Partners
Corp.), its subsidiaries or affiliates for distribution by their
registered representatives, investment advisor representatives and/or
agents. This material was created to provide accurate and reliable
information on the subjects covered but should not e regarded as
a complete analysis of these subjects. It is not intended to provide
specific legal, tax or other professional advice. The services of
an appropriate professional should be sought regarding your
individual situation.
Securities and Investment Advisory Services may be offered through
NFP Securities, Inc. member FINRA/SIPC. NFP Securities, Inc.
and the firm branded on this document are affiliated.
05/13 (BP-15939-13) Copyright © 2013. All rights reserved

Orange County Fire Authority Receives
Favorable Court of Appeal Decision
By Richard Blacker, General Manager, Fire Agencies Insurance Risk Authority (FAIRA)

F

AIRA retained the legal firm of Haight Brown and Bonesteel to
defend Orange County Fire Authority (OCFA) named in Goff
et al., v. County of Los Angeles and were successful in receiving a
favorable court of appeal decision in that case.
Beginning in August 2009 and for approximately six weeks, the “Station
Fire” burned over 160,000 acres in the San Gabriel Mountains. This fire
caused the death of two firefighters and injured up to 22 people, destroyed
or damaged over 200 structures, including over 100 residences and is
considered the largest wild-fire in the recorded history of Los Angeles
National Forest.
In 2010, seven individuals who reside in Vogel Flats, an area in Tujunga
affected by the Station Fire, filed four separate lawsuits against the Orange
County Fire Authority (OCFD), Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD),
Los Angeles Sheriff Department (LASD) and County of Los Angeles. The
lawsuits alleged that employees of these agencies acted negligently and in
breach of their statutory duties when they told the Plaintiffs they would
notify them of any mandatory evacuation but then failed to notify them or
otherwise discharge the evacuation order once it was issued.
The Plaintiffs alleged they suffered bodily injury and property loss as a
result of the fire suppression efforts and the issuance and execution of
evacuation orders that were jointly managed by the above named agencies.
The Plaintiffs sought general damages in amounts over $30,000,000,
damages for past and future medical expenses, for past and future loss of
income, for the loss of household services and other relief as the Court
deemed appropriate. The Plaintiff’s attorney argued that the firefighting
immunities did not apply in this case because the OCFA created a “special
relationship” with the Plaintiffs and lured them into a false sense of security
after they arrived on scene and allegedly told the Plaintiffs that they would
be told when they had to evacuate.
The attorney representing the OCFA successfully argued that 1) the
Plaintiff’s claims were barred by the firefighting immunities provided by
Government Code Sections 850, 850.2 and 850.4 and 2) the Plaintiffs
failed to allege, and can never allege, a statutory basis for their claim that

OCFA had a mandatory duty to give Plaintiffs a mandatory evacuation
order during the course of the fire.
The trial court agreed with the firefighter immunity agreements and
dismissed the lawsuits. The Plaintiffs filed a joint appeal. The Court
of Appeal affirmed the trial court’s decision based on the absolute firefighting immunities provided by Government Code Sections 850, 850.2
and 850.4. The Court of Appeal concluded that the County and OCFA’s
alleged failure to warn of a mandatory evacuation order, even though not
acts or omissions while physically fighting a fire, fell within the broad scope
of the immunity granted to fire-fighting agencies by Government Code
Section 850.4 as “part and parcel of fire protection and firefighting efforts,”
especially given the large scale and historical nature of the Station Fire.
The Court of Appeal marked the opinion as “Not to be Published in the
Official Reports.” This opinion and the decision not to be published is
significant in California, where in 2011 there were 7,962 wild land fires
throughout the state. OCFA is petitioning the Court to reconsider and
publish the opinion in the Official Reports. Publishing the opinion could
help prevent unmeritorious lawsuits of this nature in the future.
At the request of attorneys Kevin Osterberg and Jules Zeman (Haight
Brown and Bonesteel), FAIRA solicited its member agencies to write to
the justices and request they reconsider their “Not to be Published in the
Official Reports” order. Numerous fire agencies including Fire Districts
Association of California cooperated with this effort.
Regretfully, our petitions to the 2nd District Court to change their “Not to
be Published” order was denied.
Thank you one and all for your excellent effort. It was well worth the
trouble. The important thing was we won the case in the first place.
Further, that the trial law community heard from the Fire Service that we
are alive, well and ready to defend our immunities vigorously.
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CalPERS Service Credit
Prior to Membership –
“A David and Goliath Story”
By Jeff Maxwell, Fire Chief
Central Fire Protection District of Santa Cruz County

Lessons being learned from an increasing
awareness by employees of CalPERS benefits for
Prior Service Credit available for Volunteer,
Paid Call or Reserve firefighter time prior to
becoming a member of CalPERS.

firefighters who have had some measure of time as a Volunteer,
Reserve, Paid Call or Seasonal firefighter with a member agency or
the State – you will be responsible for a new unfunded liability for
past service credit prior to employment with your agency. Agency
liability for Public Service in the generic sense is founded in
Section 21035 of the PERL. You would likely be liable for time
credited for service to another agency in some scenarios.

One could begin the conversation with “Did you know?” or
“Seriously!”– you can be earning service credit with CalPERS as
a Volunteer, Paid Call or Reserve Firefighter serving the State, a
school employer or a contracting agency that can be later credited
at an extremely favorable rate once the individual is hired on and
joins CalPERS. The agency and risk pool will cover from date of
membership through end of benefits at death of the employee or
spouse dependant on benefit option selected. In the under 100
member safety risk pool, there are 261 employers in CalPERS
with over 10,200 employees.

The Central Fire Protection District of Santa Cruz County has
articulated a position and lost in the appeals process asserting that
any compensation to Paid Call, Reserve and Volunteer firefighters
by its nature does not meet the standard for compensation
earnable and thus ineligible and under Government Code sections
21023.5 Public Service – Time as a Volunteer and Gov. Code
section 21024.5 “Public Service”- Firefighter Employment – Local
Firefighter both specific optional benefits classified as “Elected”
optional benefits that have not been elected by the Agency and are
therefore ineligible. CalPERS ruled that the Paid Call Volunteers
were compensated employees and therefore eligible under a
general Service Prior to Membership benefit and Compensation
Earnable a standard applied by CalPERS is not relevant until the
member joins a contracting agency. The cost for additional service
credit will be dispersed throughout the risk pool.

According to CalPERS interpretation under Government Code
Section 21020 “Public Service” time can be applied for and
granted once a firefighter enters into the retirement system. The
impact to the organization is that the applicant pays the employee
rate of 9 percent of the entry level wage plus interest accrual for
the prior credited service time being applied. The employer and
the risk pool is on the hook for the remainder and based on the
plan in place; single highest or three year average the final cost of
the increased service credit will be reflected in your next actuarial.
Despite the fact that the any form of compensation to a Volunteer
or Paid Call Firefighter would qualify the individual for eligibility
for service credit; despite the fact that your organization never
envisioned awarding retirement service credit for volunteer
firefighter services; despite the fact that a significant number
of California fire service providers recruit future professional
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Is your agency at risk? More importantly this discussion will
impact any agency with a CalPERS agreement and how they view
their Volunteers, Paid Call and Reserve Firefighters. What is now
the true cost for growing, mentoring and retaining your own from
within your community?
Contact Chief Maxwell at JeffM@centralfpd.com or 831-479-6842
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this article are
those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or
position of FDAC.

FDAC EBA Health Insurance Pool

Health insurance designed especially for
FDAC members!

Since 1972, the Fire Districts Association of California (FDAC) has provided California fire districts
with programs, services and classes to help the districts they serve and enable their personnel
and representatives to become more successful and effective. In 2005, FDAC facilitated the
creation of the FDAC Employment Benefits Authority (FDAC EBA) in order to offer fire district staff
and retirees a low-cost alternative for quality medical, dental, vision and life insurance. Today,
more than 45 FDAC member fire districts are taking advantage of these benefits:
Choice
• FDAC EBA offers a variety of medical plans to choose from for active employees and retirees,
including an HSA-compatible PPO and HMO.
Savings
• All participating districts have seen greater savings over a 3-year period compared to prior
carriers.
Quality
• FDAC EBA contracts with top carriers, administration and consultants.
Technology
• FDAC EBA utilizes consolidated billing and user-friendly online administration.
Trust
• FDAC EBA is the only pool that was developed by firefighters for firefighters.
For more information about the FDAC EBA benefits package, contact Thoits Insurance at
408.792.5447.
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Title – These pages have three important functions; first, they list
everyone involved in the project; politicians, fire chief, city staff,
architect, consultants. In other words, who gets the praise or the
blame for the finished product. Secondly, there are pages with a
lot of architectural codes. Title pages will have a list of symbols
with explanations. Lastly, there is the index that lists all the
categories above and the specific pages in each group.

Architecture for
Firefighters, Part Two
Jim McClure, Captain, Retired San Jose Fire Department

T

his is part two of a multi-issue topic. Last issue I spoke
about programming and specifications to build a
firehouse. This issue’s topic is the plans themselves. I am
a firm believer in making sure people understand the why of
something. Probably because I need to understand the why of
something before I can totally accept it. So before we dive any
deeper perhaps I should explain a couple of things.
Who needs the plans? – In order to build a modern 21st century
firehouse the plan set will likely be 100 to 150 pages in length.
You won’t understand most of them at first glance and you won’t
understand some of them at all, ever. Initially, your architect
not only shares the drawings with the customer, (that’s you),
but also with the consultants they need. The structural engineer,
mechanical engineer, electrical engineer and landscape architect all
have to contribute their expertise to the plan set. My experience
taught me to scrutinize these pages just as carefully as any other. I
cannot stress enough the need for good communication between
you, the architect and the subcontractors. You don’t want to
discover when it is all over that the storage room you thought
would be lined with shelves has a wall full of electrical panels. Yes
it happened.
Having the responsibility for fire safety, the fire marshal will
determine occupancy and exiting. We must obey the same fire
codes we enforce on others. I can hear the grumblings now – “but
we are trained professionals.” Be a role model!
How the plans stack up – There is always an order that the
drawings come in; title, civil, architectural, structural, mechanical,
plumbing, electrical, communications and landscape.
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Civil – Drawings here depict all the work either on or under the
dirt. These pages dictate how much soil has to be excavated and
the various heights the soil has to be to start the building pad.
Other pages show where all the gas, water, sewer and electric
utilities are coming from. Here is a tip: it is a lot cheaper to
put extra electrical conduit in the ground now versus after the
concrete is poured.
There are long-term ramifications regarding the location of
all underground equipment. Some day it will need repair or
replacement. If that work means the driveways are torn up,
blocked or shut down, we have failed in our mission. It is better
to figure this stuff out on paper. Thirty years from now the
firefighters who inhabit the buildings we built will thank us.
Architectural – They show the floor plans, elevations and pages
of architectural detail drawings. A finished set of plans for bid
may have 50 to 60 pages in this section alone. All the pages are
interconnected. A note or a detail on Page A2.2 will send you to a
detail on page A.6.5 that will send you to another detail on page
A. 8.3. Pay attention and get used to it.
Structural – This will be the hardest section to understand or
interpret. Structural engineers use their own language and code.
Do not assume you know what the numbers assigned to each
column or beam mean. It starts with the concrete in the ground
for footings and foundations and goes up from there with what
ever skeleton has been specified; steel, concrete, wood or cement
block. All structural elements from ground to roof will be shown.
If you want to shift walls you had better do it early in the
paper stage when it is only lines on a page. The station was
metaphorically set in concrete already. This is not to say that some
interior walls can’t be shifted. As long as it does not have a steel
brace frame running through it or the plumbing and electrical is
already designed to be in that wall, you’re fine.
Mechanical – These pages involve the heating and air
conditioning system. Diesel exhaust is shown here also because we
are all using some kind of protection against a known carcinogen,
right? It is just as important as any other section. If you have any
doubt about the design or the capacity, ask the engineer who
designed it, not the architect. I have also called the manufacturer.
One thing I strongly suggest you look at is how easy the unit(s)
can be serviced. Normally this is not a problem when they are
on the roof or in their own mechanical room. But when half the
system is in the space between the first and second floor, you need
access.
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Plumbing – This is similar to the mechanical section. You are
looking for compliance with your specifications and access for
maintenance. After we specified solid surface shower walls, the
question was, “How can the plumber repair or replace the mixing
valve in a hard water town?” The solution came relatively easy. We
called for an access door on the backside of the valve in the next
room. All our showers shared walls with bedroom so it was an easy
answer. If we had not done that during the programming and
design phase, someday a plumber would have destroyed a wall to fix
a shower valve.
Electrical – This is another trade with its own language. It also has
about four times as many pages as Mechanical. One page will list all
the light fixtures going into the building. Try to keep the number of
different fixtures to a minimum. Each fixture may require a different
bulb. I’ve opened plans that required 23 different light bulbs.
Where do you keep them all when space in the building is scarce?
You will see where both fixtures and outlets are in this section.
Communications – Can be part of the electrical information but
should be a separate section. This is all the low voltage equipment
and usually is specialized for the fire service. Our program defined
the Communication Room as 100 square feet. It has since grown
to at least 120 square feet. If you have more than one firehouse in
your agency, you need to be consistent here. This is not the time to
change horses.
Assuming it works for you, stick with the system you have now.
The alternative is to take this opportunity to change out your alert
package department wide. That is a whole other discussion.
Landscaping – This is last element to go in. My take here is
low water, low maintenance. But low maintenance may mean
different things to you and the landscape architect. Make sure you
understand how big trees and plants will grow. If there are trees
lining the employee parking ask if they will drop things on cars.
Do any of the plants spread like wild fire? If you have tree bark as a
ground cover, how will you rake up leaves and not rake the bark? I
always felt sorry for the landscape architects. I have to remind them
firefighters trim with chainsaws.
If you have never built anything before you may not see why the
sections are in the order that they are. They are listed in the order
of construction. You start in the dirt and end in the dirt: civil to
landscape. The sequence of the trades in the middle is the most
critical; structural, walls, roof. Then you think about the most
inflexible system. That is why HVAC is next, followed by plumbing
and electrical last. It is easier to snake pipes around ductwork and
pull wires through a building than move ductwork or pipes, a good
general contractor can coordinate HVAC and plumbing at the same
time.
We’ll continue this conversation in the next issue. Stay safe!

deadline for the Legislature to pass the state budget to the
Governor is June 15, a deadline that is all-but-certain to be
met.
SPECIAL TAX MEASURE MOVES FORWARD
Senate Constitutional Amendment No.11 (SRA 11) by
Senator Hancock recently passed the Senate Governance
and Finance Committee and is pending in the Senate
Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee.
SCA 11 proposes to reduce the current two-thirds local
vote requirement to pass special taxes to 55 percent. As
with all constitutional amendments, SCA #11 must pass
both houses of the Legislature by a two-thirds vote before
it can be placed on a future state-wide ballot. Similar
proposals in past legislative sessions have failed to attain
the required two-thirds vote in each house, but with
Democrats holding supermajorities in both houses, chances
are improved, but in no way assured.

FDAC JOB BOARD
FDAC recently added a Job Board to the FDAC
website as a member benefit. All members are
welcome to submit open positions and job
descriptions for posting to the FDAC website
- free of charge! Submit available positions to
dlonquist@fdac.org.

Introducing
Vbas Mobile!

View benefits summaries, submit FSA receipts, browse claims history and more
from Android-powered smartphones. Learn more at www.brmsonline.com.
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What’s New in Workers’ Compensation Legislative Actions
continued from page 5
SB 626 Workers’ Compensation Reform Revision
SB 626 was introduced with the apparent intention of undermining the 2012 Workers’ Compensation Reform in some key
areas. Specifically, this bill, which as has been labeled a “job
killer” by the California Chamber of Commerce, proposes to:
• Allow for an appeal of the Independent Medical Review
(IMR) decision, which would send the determination of
medical decisions back to the WCAB;
• Require that IMR physicians and Utilization Review (UR)
physicians be licensed in California and have the same
license as the medical provider requesting care;
• Remove the 24 visit cap for chiropractic care by allowing
chiropractors to remain as the treating physician even after
they have exhausted the 24 visit cap; and
• Allow psychiatric impairment to be calculated in to
impairment ratings.
The bill is sponsored by civil rights advocate, Delores Huerta.
The California Chamber of Commerce described the bill as
a “giant step backwards for California employers during the
current fragile economic recovery.”
Status – Bill referred to the Committee on Labor and
Industrial Relations.
SB 863 Workers’ Compensation Reform Implementation
The 2012 Reform requires a great deal of Regulatory action and
clarification.
•
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New Rules of Practice and Procedure for the WCAB.
In December 2012, the Workers’ Compensation Appeals
Board released their proposed revisions to the Rules of
Practice and Procedure required due to the recent Reform.
They expect the final version to be released in the near
future and indicate that until this happens the attorneys
and judges will have to “wing it” as far as interpreting the
Reform.

•

New Labor Code 139.32.
This code relates to conflict of interest and appears to
address the use of “in-house” or “employer-owned” clinics,
third-party administrators (TPAs), Utilization Review
(UR) and Bill Review (BR) services. The specific code
reads that it is unlawful for an “interested party to offer,
deliver, receive, or accept any rebate, refund, commission,
preference, patronage, dividend, discount, or other
consideration, whether in the form of money or otherwise,
as compensation or inducement to refer a person for
services.” The code further defines “Financial Agreement” as
“an agreement … between the interested party and the other
entity that provides compensation based upon, in whole or in
part, the volume or value of the services provided as a result of
referrals”.

In discussion with defense counsel, the concern has been raised
that this new code may apply to contractual agreements in
place for services such as for UR and BR which may provide for
negotiated fees based upon referral volume. Further clarification
has been requested and staff will continue to monitor this
change and any potential impact to FASIS.
AB 1373 – Safety Officer Death Benefits
Current law allows for filing of Death Benefits within 240
weeks of an injury. AB 1373, similar to prior attempts (AB
2451 as an example) at extending the period of time allowed for
filing for Death Benefits for the dependents of Safety Officers,
proposes to allow filing for benefits no later than one year after
the date of death. As stated in the past, allowing for the filing of
death benefits within one year after the date of death will result
in a “substantial increase in the number of firefighter (safety
officer) dependents who would now be eligible for a death
benefit.”
Status – Referred to the Committee on Insurance.

